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' INTERVENTION OF THE
"The buzzards are leaving Vera Cruz." ' ,

"

Happy city. For the first time in 300 years it is actually clean.
The buzzards, Mexico's health department, are Cruz for

the same reason that Huerta will soon leave Mexico City, "because little re-

mains for 'them E& pick.
Also, baseball is with the bull ring. Baseball played by our

boys in khaki, to the cheers ot American fans.
Will its infection catch? Or will the bull ring come into its own again

as soon as Funston is
Quien sab? Who knows?
But the best news from Mexico is yet to come.
Dr. Quiteras is going to Tampico to make it healthful Quiteras, pal

T3f Gorgas in" running yellow jack out of Cuba.
He's going there by invitation of the constitutionalists-r-b- y invitation

of the bloody Villa and Carranza.
It's the kind of Intervention, too, we can all be mighty proud of, for it

isn't done to take life but to save It
Not to murder Mexicans but to serve them Is the point of Wilson's

policy.
It would be a fine service for them and for
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TITLED CRUSADER MAY BRING

LIGHT TO AFRICA
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St. Louis, Mo. With a message
from the natives of "dark-
est Africa," Baroness von

loveliest of women of theoyal
sourt of Berlin, has come to St,
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RIGHT SORT

leaving"Vera

competing

withdrawn?

humanity.

benighted
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Louis. The baroness has temporarily
abandoned her post as

to Princess Max of Baden and she
will spend the summer traveling In
America in the interests of the Sodal-
ity of St. Peter Claver, which has es-

tablished several successful missions
in Africa.
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SAYINGS OF MR. MOUSE
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